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Introduction xiPart 1 The bread cooking processChapter 1 How bread is formed 1Inredients 2Key Terminology 4An process overview 5I many methods of making bread 8Straight doughs Versus Pre-Ferments and appetizers 10To Knead o Do not knead 11Chapter 2 Prepare to bake 15Equipment 16This know before starting 20Features Calculation 21Part 2 RecipesChapter 3 No-Knead Breads: Rustic
Breads, Focaccias , Pizza, and Fougasse 27Master Recipe: No-Knead Bread 288-Hour Fermentation No-Knead Bread 3412-Hour Fermentation No-Knead Bread 36Panned Loaf 38No-Knead Simple Focaccia 40Focaccia with Parmesan Cheese, Figs, and Walnuts 43Ficelles (Simple Rustic Baguettes) 45Pizza with tomato and mozzarella 46Rosemary and lemon zest Fougasse 51Chapter 5 Bread kneaded:
Multigrains, Whole Grains, and Flavored Breads 5 Master recipe: Bread kneaded: Boule 56Kneaded Batard 62Paese Pani 65Paese Raisin and Walnut Diapolsi 66Paese Parmigiano and Black Pepper Loaf 70Kindergarten Honey Wheat Wheat Bread 74Brown Sugar Spice Oatmeal bread 76Chapter 5 Enriched bread: Brioche, Cinnamon Rolls, Babka, Challah, and Variations 81Maquistra Recipe: Enriched
Bread: Brioche 82Orange Blossom Special Brioche 8 7Brioche Cinnamon Rolls 88Cinnamon Raisin Swirl Bread 92Chocolate Babka 96Challah 102Springtime Challah Snails 106Chapter 6 Pre-fermented Bread and Sourdough Starter 111Master Recipe: Bread with Pre-Ferment (Poolish or Biga) 112Baguettes with Poolish 1 20Boule with Biga 124Ciabatta with Biga 129Master Recipe Sourdough Starter
131Beginner's Sourdough Loaf 135Intermediate Folded Sourdough 140Alchemy Sourdough 144Resources 151Measurement Conversions 152Recipe Index 153Index 154 To start at home baker to artisan bread makerBaking a perfect loaf of bread is partly science and partly magic. Created from four simple ingredients of flour, yeast, water and salt, baking is one of the most difficult (and delicious) cooking
efforts. Bread Baking for Beginnersis a rare cookbook of bread for real beginners to keep their bread on the rise.Complete with step-by-step photographs and simple instructions, this beautiful bread cookbook offers a tasty collection of recipes for kneading, without kneading and enriched bread. In addition to important information about everything from preparation and trial times to key terminology and
kitchen essentials, this ultimate cookbook covers you over the pan, facing the dangers of unsuccessful cooking. From total zero to your first batch, this bread cookbook includes:Knead to know-Discover the science behind the bread making process, popular techniques, and the tools needed to bake a fluffy, flavorful bread. Step scones-Progress from a recipe for beginners, easy to master in dozens of sweet
and savory breads. From 'doh' to dough-Troubleshoot bread-specific issues with FAQs that address everything from burnt brioche to deflate baguettes. Baking bread for makes artisan bread effortless, so you can share the homemade loaves with the that you love. Finished with my book and ready to branch out in more bread baking? by Michael James and Pippa JamesThis book has a fantastic bread width
and depth from sourdough bread, to pastries, savory products, and other cooking recipes like salads and sandwiches. It's an exceptionally beautiful and inspiring cookbook. Recipes can be reached if you have a decent base with the basics of cooking and cooking. I highly recommend this book. Croissants, galettes, puff pastry, tarts, British baked goods, all featuring different flours and intriguing
combinations of flavors in a simple and clean style. There are a lot of daydreams about and do in here. The notes and suggestions on the margins will make you a much better baker and cook, and worth the price of the book alone.by Sarah OwensIs you did on the back of my book and enjoyed delving into sourdough, Sarah Owens' Sourdough is a wonderful place to move forward, Her recipes are
extremely creative, and she enters all kinds of unique flours and flavor profiles. If you want to get experimental by incorporating sourdough into all types of cooking (not just bread) this is the place to go. There is a wonderful lemon madeleine recipe with natural leavening here and that I love. by Jeffrey HamelmanYe you think you've goed so far as to be a serious baker and thinking about climbing your
recipes, I highly recommend Jeffrey Hamelman's Bread. This is an invaluable resource for working with professional formulas, scaling recipes, figuring out how to program, ergonomics, how different ingredients effect different doughs, and all the subtle thing that must be considered as part of the cooking life. This book is extremely necessary for any dedicated baker to truly understand both the science and
craft of bread baking.by Michael SuasThis is a heavy book, in size and price tag. Technically it's a textbook! If you are very serious about bread and pastry and can't afford to go to cooking school, I would recommend working your way through this textbook. It is absolutely advanced and professional, and covers things like the development of formulas and all kinds of aspects of running a bakery, as well as
tons of great visual and photographic demonstrations of advanced techniques including croissants and a wide range of pastry work, as well as in-depth information on planning and production. Ready to bake and not sure what you might need? A thermometer is very important for making bread. I like this especially because it is waterproof. Alternatively, an infrared thermometer is very useful for detecting
temperature on things you can't touch (such as your baking stone or oven). That's what I use now. In the end you may want someone like this, if you are going to bake a lot of bread. need a digital scale that measures in grams. There are smaller and more affordable versions, which are fine. This is my favorite. If you are going to make a lot of bread, this is worth the investment. A Dutchman it is useful for
cooking heath loaves in imperfect home ovens. They help trap steam and lever constant heat around the loaf. This is my personal favorite because of its size and handle on top. Any large mixing bowl is fine, but I like these because they are light enough and large enough to mix a lot of pasta. A paste scraper (also called a bench knife) is a very useful tool. I like this style for the way the curved handle fits my
palm. Plastic scrapers also useful when cleaning pieces of pasta from bowls. A baking tray is great for making sandwich bread, brioches and babkas. USA pan are my favorites. Nothing sticks to them and they are extremely durable. Their corners do not tear the bread as some lower quality pots do. I use the average size. High heat is important for cooking pizza. A pizza stone can store heat and give you a
warmer cooking surface. In my opinion, the bigger the better, and that's why I chose this one. I jokingly call this peel the peel of the show. The wooden grain is nice, so it makes a nice background for photos. It looks so nice hanging in the kitchen. Pizza also slips in and out of the oven from time to time. For focaccia, fougasse, ficelles and cinnamon buns too... any half sheet metal will do, but the USA brand
is the best. Nothing is more irrational and irritating than rolls of parchment paper. Of course, you want parchment paper on the ground... in a roll, curls up and will lead you to madness. Don't let that happen to you. Pre-cut parchment sheets will keep you happy and sane. In addition, 120 of them will last a long time. Imagine the serenity of having a lot of pre-cut parchment paper at your fingertips... Yes. A
lame is basically a special support for a razor blade that the use of the baker to mark their bread. I prefer this one out of many I've tried. It is easy to change the blades and holds the blade at an angle. This helps with the baguette and batard cut. I like to know that my blade will not fall and will be lost since I have young children. Pastry brushes will be useful when making breads that are egg washed (challah
and brioche). It will be necessary when you branch into other cooking areas such as cakes, galettes and croissants. I prefer natural brushes to silicone. These are soft and do not tear the surface of your baked goods. This dusted wand is a fun and frivolous item. Is it necessary? Lol Is it a super fun way to sift through the best flour dusting? Yes. Do kids love it? Absolutely.When you decide that you want a
test basket, this is a nice option. It comes with a fos so that it is useful. Here's a batard-shaped banneton, if you decide you like to make that form of bread. If you are a lot of cooking, you don't want to buy yeast in more packages, Saf-Instant is available in 1-pound bags, and will last a long time, it's a much better deal than buying in packages. I recommend King Arthur's flour because it is of good quality for
baking bread. It's also easy to find in most grocery stores. Even places like Take. These little bowls are a very stupid thing to spend your money on, but I thought they were a little too sweet to give up. I like to use them to weigh my little ingredients. Not to measure, but it's a great visual signal, as well. When you start making a lot of gorgeous crispy bread, you're going to realize that the bread knife is simply
not cutting it. This Wusthof is a fantastic choice and a worthy investment. I took mine when I got the birthday money to get the sting from the price. Alternatively, you may need a knife that can cut bread and cheese when taking loaves on a picnic. This is the best folding knife I've ever found. It's amazing how well it cuts bread, and it's extremely cute, in my opinion. It brought so much joy to my life. It is also
available in other colors. I'm asked how to store bread a lot. A paper or plastic bag will get the job done right, but these chervil fabric wrappers are my favorites. They look beautiful and keep your bread soft. They are still transespiring so as to keep the crust beautiful. They are overall better than plastic or paper since you can wash and re-use them &lt;3 If you develop a charm with the production of
baguettes, you eventually want a sofa of lano to try them on. If you end up making a lot of baguettes like me, this will be a big investment. It allows you to transfer proven baguettes from the sofa to the peel without damaging them. A rolling pin is useful when laying out the cinnamon roll dough. These styles are especially useful for obtaining all doughs at the same thickness, which affects the final product. I
have 1/4 inch and 1/8 inch, but there are a variety of sizes and lengths for different needs. 1/8 is also great for pastry and cake crusts, or for any situation where uniform thickness is required. Okay, now you're really serious. Large plastic brackets are durable, food safe and stackable. They seal super tight. When you need to store a lot of special flours, make large amounts of pasta, or keep a massive
amount of sourdough starter on hand, you'll start wanting weird things like cambro tubs. You can find these in a local restaurant supplies shops as well. My favorite aprons are made by White Bark Work Wear. I like that cross-back style doesn't pull me around my neck, no matter how many things I put in my pockets. White bark aprons are made of sustainable hemp and are available in beautiful colors. It
doesn't hurt that they're made here in California by my friend Charlie, who's also a great guy. Also.
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